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Description

233001

JUNGHANS MEGA 18k yellow gold radio controlled wrist watch, Germany around 1993, solid gold case including original leather strap
with inserted antenna (has to be renewed), radio- controlled analog- & digital display of hours, minutes & date, snap on case back,
diameter approx. 35 mm, needs ...[more]

233002

XEMEX gents wristwatch series Offroad design Külling, Switzerland around 2000, self winding, reference 211.01, on both sides glazed
stainless steel case including leather strap & original buckle, snap on case back, black dial, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds &
date, calibre ETA 2824 ...[more]

233003

LONGINES diamond set stainless steel ladies wristwatch, Switzerland sold in February 2003 according to warranty card, quartz,
reference L5.502.0, two-piece construction case lavish diamonds set additional approx. 0.48 ct., snap on case back, bracelet with
deployant clasp, white dial with raised silv ...[more]

233004

PIERRE CHATELAIN alarm wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 1995, manual winding, case back screwed-down 4-times, white dial
with silvered hour-indices & Arabic numerals, display of hours, minutes & sweep seconds, luminous hands, rhodium plated movement
calibre AS 1475, 17 jewels, diamete ...[more]

233005

CHARRIOL Geneve diamond set ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, stainless steel case including original 5-rowed
steel cord band, case back screwed-down 4-times, black dial with Roman numerals & silvered- indices, silvered hands, measures
approx. 23 x 33 mm, length approx. 15,5 cm ...[more]

233006

ORIS gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7461, on both sides glazed case, screwed
down case back, original bracelet with deployant clasp, silvered dial with gilded hour indices, gilded luminous hands, calibre 640, 27
jewels, diameter approx. 36 mm, l ...[more]

233007

HERMES Paris ladies wristwatch Kelly Watch, Switzerland around 1990, in the form of a handbag, case, appliques on leather strap &
original buckle gold-plated, case back at the sides 4-times screwed-down, quartz, measures approx. 38 x 20 mm, condition 2-3

233008

PEQUIGNET ladies wristwatch with diamonds, Switzerland around 2005, quartz, stainless steel case & dial partial lavish diamonds set,
silvered hands, upper part folding for bracelet replacement, original leather strap with original buckle, measures approx. 25 x 23 mm,
original box & 3 additio ...[more]

233009

OMEGA chronometer wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1985, self winding, reference 168.1050, snap on case back,
sapphire crystal, silvered dial with raised indices, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date, calibre 1120, 5 times adjusted,
fausses cotes decoration, glucydur- ...[more]

233010

JUNGHANS 14k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, Germany around 1965, manual winding, snap on case back, silvered dial with raised
indices & blued steel hands, gold-plated lever movement calibre 670/5, 17 jewels, measures approx. 15 x 15 mm, length approx. 16 cm,
weight approx. 29g, condition 2

233011

EBEL ladies wristwatch Sport Classique, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, reference 1157111, stainless steel/gold combined including
wave bracelet with deployant clasp, bezel 5-times screwed down, mother of pearl dial with gilded Roman numerals & hands, diameter
approx. 24 mm, length approx. 19,5 ...[more]

233012

RADO Diastar wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, quartz, reference 152.0347.3, ceramic- case, steel snap on case back, black dial,
gilded hands, date, rubber strap with deployant clasp, measures approx. 42 x 27 mm, length approx. 17,5 cm, condition 2-3

233013

BUCHERER 2 gilt gents wristwatches, Switzerland around 1995, 1) self winding with power reserve indicator & second timezone, on
both sides glazed, white dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, date, rhod werk calibre ETA 2892-2, 28 jewels, diameter approx. 35
mm, 2) manual winding, on both ...[more]

233014

ORIS rectangular wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference B7460, stainless steel case, case back screwed-down 4times, original leather strap with original buckle, silvered dial with Arabic numerals, calibre ETA 2688, 17 jewels, measures approx. 37 x
26 mm, original box enclosed, ...[more]

233015

MAURICE LACROIX gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, manual winding, gold plated on both sides glazed case, engine-turned
dial with open balance, gilded raised hour-indices, gilded hands, rhodium plated movement calibre Peseux 7001, 17 jewels, fausses
cotes decoration, blued screws, diameter a ...[more]

233016

ADORA 14k yellow gold gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1965, self winding, snap on case back, silvered dial with raised gilded
indices, luminous hands & points, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA 2451, diameter approx. 35 mm, length approx. 17,5 cm, weight
approx. 58g, overhaul recommended ...[more]

233017

HAMILTON Khaki big wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 2010, self winding, on both sides glazed case, case back screwed-down
4- times, silvered dial, Arabic numerals, constant second & date at 6, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA 2895-2, 27 jewels, original
leather strap with steel-buckle, ...[more]

233018

CARTIER ladies wristwatch Santos, Switzerland around 2000, stainless steel/gold combined including original leather strap with goldplated original buckle, sapphire crystal, case back & bezel 8-times screwed down, jeweled crown, quartz, enamel colored dial with
Roman hours, blued steel hands, d ...[more]

233019

CITIZEN nearly mint gents wristwatch New Master 22, manual winding, Japan around 1980, stainless steel case including original
bracelet with deployant clasp, screwed down case back, silvered dial with raised indices, display of hours, minutes & sweep seconds, 17
jewels, calibre 8270A, diameter a ...[more]

233020

RADO Diastar Jubilé diamonds set ladies wristwatch, Switzerland current production, quartz, reference 153.0339.3, gold-plated case
including original leather strap with gold- plated buckle, stainless steel case back 4- times screwed down, sapphire crystal, black dial
with raised diamond-indices, gil ...[more]

233021

TISSOT 18k yellow gold wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, snap on case back, silvered dial with raised indices, display of
hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date, calibre ETA 256111, measures approx. 25 x 25 mm, condition 2

233022

MAURICE LACROIX gents wristwatch with alarm, Switzerland around 1995, manual winding, on both sides glazed case in stainless
steel/gold combined, snap on case back and bezel, mother of pearl dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded & blued steel hands, jeweled
crowns (1 stone has to be replaced), r ...[more]

233023

HUBLOT MDM gents wristwatch with original box & Papers, Switzerland sold according to papers in September 1992, quartz, reference
1521.2, case in stainless steel/gold, case back 6- times screwed, rubber strap lightly hairlines with original deployant clasp in steel/gold,
cream colored dial, gild ...[more]

233024

ORIS ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7472, on both sides glazed stainless steel case, screwed
down case back, original leather strap with original buckle, silvered dial with gilded Roman numerals, gilded luminous hands, calibre
574, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 28 ...[more]

233025

PIERRE CHATELAIN gents wristwatch with calibre Unitas/ETA 6497-1, Switzerland around 2000, manual winding, on both sides glazed
stainless steel case, snap on case back, sapphire crystal, silvered dial with gilded Arabic numerals & hands, rhodium plated movement
with fausses cotes decoration, 17 ...[more]

233026

PIERRE CHATELAIN 3 gents watches, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, on both sides glazed cases, 2 x steel, 1 x gold-plated, 1
screwed down case back, 2 x pressed, 1.) white dial, digital jumping hour at 12, blued steel hands, date at 6, calibre ETA 2892-2, 21
jewels, diameter approx. 36 mm, 2.) ...[more]

233027

OPTIMA 18k white gold ladies wristwatch, Switzerland 1960´s, manual winding, bezel lavish diamonds et, milanaise bracelet with
deployant clasp & double safety eight, snap on case back, silvered dial with raised indices, blued steel hands, calibre AS 1677, 17
jewels, incablock shock-absorber, dia ...[more]

233028

FREDERIQUE CONSTANT gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, quartz, reference FC-200/235XC25/6, curved, rectangular
stainless steel case, case back screwed-down 4-times, silvered engine-turned dial with Roman numerals, black hands, measures
approx. 39 x 26 mm, leather-strap to replace, condition ...[more]

233029

RADO Diastar ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, reference 160.0381.3, quartz, gold-plated case, case back screwed-down 4times, including gold-plated bracelet with white ceramic middle parts & butterfly buckle, mother of pearl dial with raised indices, date at
6, measures approx. 24 x ...[more]

233030

PIERRE CHATELAIN chronograph with calibre Lemania 1873, Switzerland around 1995, manual winding, on both sides glazed
stainless steel case with neutral leather strap, snap on case back, silvered duoton-dial with rays decor, silvered hour-indices, black
hands, rhodium plated movement, 17 jewels, meas ...[more]

233031

DU BOIS wristwatch with power reserve indicator, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, on both sides glazed stainless steel case
gold-plated, snap on case back, cream colored dial with Roman numerals, date at 3, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA 2892-2, 28
jewels, rotor with fausses cotes decorat ...[more]

233032

OMEGA gents wristwatch model Seamaster Polaris, Switzerland around 1980, reference 1960257/3960952, gold-inlayed titanium case
including partial gold-plated stainless steel bracelet with butterfly buckle, sapphire crystal, snap on case back, screwed down winding
crown, quartz, calibre ETA 955412 wit ...[more]

233033

MARCELLO C. limited wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 2000, manual winding, on both sides glazed case, snap on case back,
engine-turned silvered dial with Breguet numerals, constant second at 6, nickel plated movement calibre Peseux 320, 15 jewels,
diameter approx. 33 mm, condition 2

233034

CARTIER Vendome 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, two-piece construction case, case back 2times screwed down, jewelled winding crown, original leather strap with original buckle, white dial with Roman numerals, blued steel
hands, diameter approx. 24 mm, condition 2 ...[more]

233035

EBEL Classic Wave gents wristwatch in steel/ gold, Switzerland sold according original papers in May 2005, quartz, 5-times by bezel
screwed down case reference 181903, original bracelet with deployant clasp, gray dial strong patinated with 12 diamond-indices, gilded
hands patinated, diameter approx. ...[more]

233036

BIJOU 14k yellow gold gents wristwatch, Germany around 1960, self winding, snap on case back, silvered dial with gilded indices &
hands patinated, calibre PUW 1260, 25 jewels, diameter approx. 34 mm, condition 2

233037

TISSOT 14k yellow gold gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1968, manual winding, two- piece construction case, snap on case back,
gilded dial with raised hour-indices, gilded hands, rhodium plated movement calibre 781, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 34 mm, condition
2-3

233038

H. STERN unusual ladies wristwatch, around 2000, quartz, dark-blue coated case and bracelet, black dial, gilded hands, date, bezel
with Roman numerals, diameter approx. 29 mm, length approx. 17,5 cm, hand-setting has to be fixed, condition 2-3

233039

ARISTO Messerschmidt ME 262 gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Germany around 2010, self winding, solid on both sides glazed
case, screwed down case back, luminous dial with Arabic numerals, date, calibre ETA 2824-2, 25 jewels, precision adjustment, secondstop at hand-setting, diameter approx. 43 ...[more]

233040

RADO ladies wristwatch model eSenza, Switzerland current production, quartz, reference 964.0492.3, scratch-resistant case including
original leather strap with buckle, titanium case back 4-times screwed down, black dial with raised silvered hour-indices, silvered hands,
curved sapphire crystal, meas ...[more]

233041

ORIS gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7467B, on both sides glazed stainless steel case, screweddown case back & winding crown, original leather strap with original buckle, black dial with raised luminous indices, luminous hands,
calibre 640, 27 jewels, precisi ...[more]

233042

ORIS wrist alarm gilt gents wristwatch with alarm, Switzerland around 1991, manual winding, stainless steel-screwed down case back,
silvered dial with raised gilded hour- indices, gilded luminous hands, calibre AS 1931, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 34 mm, condition 1-2

233043

ORIS gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7463B, on both sides glazed case with big
winding crown, screwed down case back, original bracelet with deployant clasp, silvered dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded luminous
hands, calibre 640, 27 jewels, d ...[more]

233044

CORTEBERT 18k white gold diamond set ladies wristwatch, Switzerland/Germany around 1960, snap on case back, integrated
milanese, lug & bezel set with approx. 0,3 ct diamonds, silvered dial, silvered indices & hands, pink gilded movement calibre 275, 17
jewels, diameter approx. 15 mm, length ...[more]

233045

CARTIER Panthere ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, original bracelet with butterfly clasp, back with 8
screws, jeweled crown, cream colored dial patinated with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, measures approx. 23 x 29 mm, length
approx. 17 cm, original papers enclos ...[more]

233046

REVUE THOMMEN Greenmark gents wristwatch, Switzerland 1990`s, quartz, partial gold- plated stainless steel case including original
leather strap with original buckle, snap on case back, 3 by pusher manual controllable retrograde counter, white dial with luminous
points, gold-plated luminous hands, d ...[more]

233047

EBEL gents wristwatch model Sportwave, Switzerland around 2005, reference E6187631, quartz, stainless steel/gold combined
including bracelet with butterfly buckle, screwed down case back, white dial with Roman numerals, diameter approx. 36 mm, length
approx. 18 cm, condition 2

233048

RADO Diastar ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, reference 160.0281.3N, gold-plated case, snap on case back, goldplated bracelet with black ceramic middle parts & butterfly buckle, black dial with diamond-indices, date at 6, measures approx. 24 x 29
mm, length approx 17 cm, con ...[more]

233049

ZENTRA 14k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, manual winding, Germany around 1975, two-piece construction case, snap on case back,
gilded dial with raised indices, calibre Durowe 1980, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 21,5 mm. length approx. 18 cm, total weight approx.
32g, condition 2-3

233050

ORIS Tt1 gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 2000, self winding, reference 7522-41, on both sides glazed, screwed
down case, original bracelet with deployant clasp, silvered dial with Arabic numerals, silvered luminous hands, day & date, calibre 635,
25 jewels, precision adju ...[more]

233051

ORIS Regulateur gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7471, gold-plated stainless steel case, case back
screwed-down 4-times, original leather strap, silvered engine-turned dial with gilded raised hour-indices, gilded luminous hands, date at
6, calibre ETA 2836-2, origin ...[more]

233052

H. STERN unusual ladies wristwatch, around 2000, quartz, dark-blue coated case and bracelet, black dial, gilded hands, bezel with
Roman numerals, diameter approx. 24 mm, length approx. 16 cm, condition 2

233053

MAURICE LACROIX gents wristwatch with chronograph in stainless steel, Switzerland sold according to papers in July 1994, quartz,
screwed down case including bracelet with deployant clasp, white dial with Roman numerals, silvered hands, red second-stop- hand,
date, diameter approx. 38 mm, length appr ...[more]

233054

JACQUES ETOILE wristwatch series Havard, manual winding, Switzerland around 1995, tonneau-shaped stainless steel case including
leather strap with original buckle, snap on case back, engine-turned dial with Arabic hours, blued steel hands, display of hours, minutes
& constant second, lever movem ...[more]

233055

EBEL Classic Wave ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, reference 181908, stainless steel/gold combined including
wave bracelet with deployant clasp, bezel against case 5-times screwed down, dedication engraving on case back, cream colored dial
with Roman numerals, gilded hands, diamet ...[more]

CITO 14k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1960, manual winding, two- piece construction case, snap on case back,
233056

14k yellow gold milanese-bracelet, silvered dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, calibre ETA 2410, measures approx. 17 x 16
mm, length approx. 18 cm, overhaul rec ...[more]

233057

VALSON 14k yellow gold gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1960, manual winding, two- piece construction case, snap on case
back, silvered dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, calibre ETA 2391, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 34 mm, condition 2

233058

XEMEX gents wristwatch model Avenue design Külling, Switzerland around 2000, on both sides glazed stainless steel case including
original bracelet with butterfly clasp, snap on case back, sapphire crystal, black dial with silvered hour-indices & silvered hands, red
second-hands, rhodium plated E ...[more]

233059

AUGUSTE REYMOND limited alarm wristwatch, Switzerland around 1997, made in a limited edition of 100 pieces, self winding,
reference 611050, on both sides glazed stainless steel case including original leather strap & buckle, snap on case back, 2 x jeweled
crown, champagner-coloured dial with Rom ...[more]

233060

CHOPARD 18k white gold ladies wristwatch with diamond bezel, Switzerland around 1980, manual winding, reference 5121/1, snap on
case back, solid bracelet with case lock & double safety eight, silvered dial, silvered hands, gold- plated lever movement calibre FEF
6640, 17 jewels, fausses cotes de ...[more]

233061

REVUE THOMMEN gents wristwatch Slimline, manual winding, Switzerland around 2010, reference 15005.3, stainless steel case
including bracelet with butterfly buckle, on both sides glazed, case back screwed down 4- times, blue dial with raised indices partial
engine-turned, display of hours, minutes &a ...[more]

233062

ORIS wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7400C, on both sides glazed case, screwed down
case back, original bracelet with deployant clasp, silvered dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded luminous hands, calibre 584, 17 jewels,
diameter approx. 31 mm, length ...[more]

233063

HIEBER München 2 limited wristwatches in steel, Switzerland around 2000, on both sides glazed cases, case backs screwed down, 1.)
manual winding, silvered dial, constant second at 6, rhodium plated movement calibre AS 1130 with fausses cotes decoration, 17
jewels, diameter approx. 37 mm, 2.) self wi ...[more]

233064

PARA 18k yellow gold diamond set ladies wristwatch, Germany/Switzerland around 1955, self winding, pressed down case, integrated
milanaise bracelet on lugs set with approx. 0,4 ct diamonds, silvered dial patinated, gilded indices & hands, nickel plated movement
calibre AS 1477, diameter approx. ...[more]

233065

ORIS ladies wristwatch with date, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7446, on both sides glazed stainless steel case,
screwed down case back, original leather strap with original buckle, silvered dial with raised gilded hour-indices, gilded luminous hands,
red date at 12, calibre ETA 2 ...[more]

233066

BUCHERER limited gents wristwatch with alarm, Switzerland around 1995, manual winding, gold plated case, screwed down stainless
steel case back, gilded dial with raised hour indices, gilded hands, date, rhodium plated movement with fausses cotes decoration calibre
AS 1931, 17 jewels, diameter approx ...[more]

233067

REVUE THOMMEN Cricket wristwatch with alarm, Switzerland around 2000, reference 8022001, manual winding, gold plated case,
snap on stainless steel case back with sound holes, silvered engine turned dial with gilded indices, gilded hands, calibre 82 with 2
barrels, 17 jewels, precision adjustment, di ...[more]

233068

PAGY unusual 14k white gold diamonds & sapphires set ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1970, manual winding, two-piece
construction case, snap on case back, diamonds additional approx. 1 ct, 14k white gold milanese bracelet, black dial, silvered hands,
calibre AS 1977-2 INT, 17 jewels, diame ...[more]

233069

AUGUSTE REYMOND rectangular wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, self winding, on both sides glazed metal case with snap on
stainless steel case back, original leather strap & buckle, jeweled crown, white dial with blue Roman numerals, blued steel hands, date
at 6, calibre ETA 2671, 25 jewels, m ...[more]

233070

AUGUSTE REYMOND limited wristwatch calibre Unitas 6325, Switzerland around 2000, made in a limited edition of 500 pieces, manual
winding, reference 611060, on both sides glazed stainless steel case including original leather strap & buckle, screwed down case back,
black dial with Arabic silvered ...[more]

233071

REVUE THOMMEN GT 1885 gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, manual winding, on both sides glazed gold plated case, snap
on case back, white dial with Roman numerals, black hands, gold-plated movement calibre 81, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 35 mm,
condition 1-2

233072

LONGINES chronograph series Evidenza, self winding, Switzerland around 2006, reference L2.643.4, stainless steel case including
original leather strap with original butterfly clasp, case back screwed down 4-times, sapphire crystal, blued steel hands, engine turned
dial, 30 minutes & 12 hour regi ...[more]

233073

LONGINES chronograph series Les Grandes Classiques, self winding, Switzerland around 2008, reference L4.684.4, tonneau-shaped
stainless steel case including leather strap with deployant clasp, case back screwed down 4-times, enamel colored dial with Roman
hours, display of hours, minutes, constant s ...[more]

233074

ORIS Miles big gents wristwatch with chronograph, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 7532, on both sides glazed
stainless steel case, case back screwed-down 4-times, original bracelet with butterfly buckle, engine turned silvered dial with Arabic
numerals, luminous hands, day & dat ...[more]

233075

CARTIER Ronde Solo wristwatch in steel, reference W6701005, bracelet with butterfly buckle, quartz, back with 8 screws, silvered dial
with big Roman numerals, date at 3, blued steel hands, diameter approx. 36 mm, length approx. 21 cm, original box & papers, sold in
April 2013, condition 2

233076

NOMOS Glashutte gents wristwatch model Ludwig, Germany around 2005, manual winding, stainless steel case, snap on case back
and bezel, silvered dial with Roman numerals, black hands, subsidiary sunk seconds, calibre Peseux 7001, 17 jewels, diameter approx.
35 mm, condition 2

233077

ORIS Flight Timer 1945 limited gents wristwatch with second timezone, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 690 1945 40
84, on both sides glazed stainless steel case, back with 8 screws, original leather strap, revolving inner bezel by vertical crownat 2,
black dial with luminous indices, ...[more]

233078

MEISTERSINGER Scrypto Mechanik big gents- wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 2010, manual winding, on both sides glazed
case, screwed down case back, original leather strap with butterfly clasp, black dial, silvered constant second at 9, silvered hands,
rhodium plated movement calibre 6497 with ...[more]

233079

ORIS Millennium made in a limited edition of 150 pieces gents wristwatch in chronometer quality, Switzerland around 2000, self winding,
reference 7496, with limitations & chronometer certificate, on both sides glazed stainless steel case with 18k yellow gold limitation
badge, screwed-down case b ...[more]

233080

LONGINES Evidenza gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 2010, self winding, reference L2.642.4, solid curved stainless steel case,
case back screwed-down 4-times, original bracelet with butterfly buckle, black engine-turned dial with Roman numerals, silvered hands,
date, rhodium plated movement calib ...[more]

233081

CORUM gents wristwatch series Admiral´s Cup, self winding, reference 89.810.31 V-52, Switzerland 1990`s, blued stainless steel case
including bracelet with butterfly buckle, bezel such as bracelet parts in solid yellow gold, hour-signs in form from nautical flags, display of
hours, minutes, sweep se ...[more]

233082

OMEGA DeVille Co-Axial chronometer in stainless steel, Switzerland around 2010, self winding, reference 168.2082, snap on case
back, sapphire crystal, black dial with raised indices, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date, 27 jewels, calibre 2500, adjusted
in 5 positions, fausses cotes ...[more]

233083

BREITLING Chronomat gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, reference B 13048, screwed down stainless steel
case, screwed down case back, unidirectional revolving bezel, pusher & winding crown gold-plated, blue dial with raised hour-indices,
luminous hands, date, neutral bracele ...[more]

233084

BREITLING Shark gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland sold according to warranty booklet in June 1994, reference A17605,
screwed down case including original bracelet with deployant clasp, unidirectional revolving bezel with 60-minutes-graduation, dark blue
dial with raised luminous indic ...[more]

233085

BREITLING Lady J ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, reference D52064, stainless steel case, screwed
down winding crown & case back, unidirectional revolving gold bezel with 60- minutes graduation, original leather strap with deployant
clasp, black dial with raised ...[more]

233086

BREITLING Chronomat gents wristwatch with chronograph & UTC, Switzerland sold according to papers in January 1990, self winding,
reference B13048, screwed down case in stainless steel/gold, leather strap with original buckle, unidirectional revolving bezel, gray dial
with rays decoration, blue s ...[more]

233087

BREITLING Chronomat gents wristwatch with chronograph, Switzerland sold according to warranty booklet in June 1992, self winding,
reference B13048, stainless steel-case partial gold-plated, screwed-down case back & winding crown, unidirectional revolving bezel,
blue dial with raised gilded hour ...[more]

233088

BREITLING Callistino ladies wristwatch in stainless steel/gold, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, reference B31043, screwed down
case, unidirectional revolving bezel, mother of pearl dial with gilded hour indices, luminous hands, date, Roleaux bracelet with butterfly
buckle, diameter approx. 27 ...[more]

233089

ORIS gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7465B, on both sides glazed case, screwed
down case back, original bracelet with deployant clasp, silvered dial with gilded hour-indices, gilded luminous hands, calibre 634, 25
jewels, diameter approx. 36 mm, ...[more]

233090

ORIS gents wristwatch with complete calendar & second timezone, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 7506, on both
sides glazed stainless steel case, screwed down case back, correction in case inserted, original leather strap with original buckle,
calibre 581, 17 jewels, precision ad ...[more]

233091

ORIS Wings Around the World II / Voyage to the Ice / Polly Vacher 40 mm limited wristwatch, Switzerland around 2003, self winding,
reference 654 7543 4084, large stainless steel case with screwed-down case back, big winding crown, original leather strap with original
buckle, black dial with luminous ...[more]

233092

ORIS Charlie Parker limited wristwatch, Switzerland around 2003, self winding, stainless steel case, back with 8 screws, original leather
strap with original buckle, black dial with luminous numerals, luminous hands, date, calibre ETA 2824-2, 25 jewels, second-stop at handsetting, diameter approx. ...[more]

233093

NIVREL gents wristwatch with complete calendar including week display, Germany around 2005, self winding, on both sides glazed
stainless steel case, case back 6-times screwed, screwed-down winding crown, original leather strap with original buckle, correction in
case inserted, silvered dial with Rom ...[more]

233094

ORIS gents wristwatch with complete calendar & second timezone, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 7433B, on both
sides glazed stainless steel case, screwed down case back, silvered dial with raised gilded hour indices, blue sub-dials, blue luminous
hands, calibre ETA 2688, 17 jewe ...[more]

233095

MOVADO 1881 18k pink gold chronograph, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, solid case, case back 6-times screwed, bezel with
12 hour graduation, white dial with gilded raised hour-indices, gilded hands, date, calibre ETA 2892-2A, diameter approx. 38 mm,
condition 2-3

233096

MAURICE LACROIX gilt ladies wristwatch with day & date, Switzerland around 1995, stainless steel snap on case back, silvered dial
with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, neutral leather strap with original deployant clasp, rhodium plated movement calibre 2678, 25
jewels, precision adjustment, fa ...[more]

233097

MAURICE LACROIX gents wristwatch Les Mechniques GMT, self winding, gold-plated case on both sides glazed, snap on case back
and bezel, original leather strap with gold-plated original buckle, ivory colored dial with raised indices, display of hours, minutes, sweep
seconds, date at 6, second timezone ...[more]

233098

MAURICE LACROIX gents wristwatch with big date, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 2234, on both sides glazed
stainless steel case, 18k yellow gold bezel, snap on case back, original leather strap, silvered dial, gilded indices & hands, date at 12,
constant second at 6, rhodium pla ...[more]

233099

PIERRE CHATELAIN chronograph calibre Lemania 1883 with moon phase & date, Switzerland around 1990, manual winding, on both
sides glazed stainless steel case gold-plated, snap on case back, jeweled crown, at the sides correction outside at 10, silvered dial with
mother of pearl-sub-dials, Roman n ...[more]

233100

BLANCPAIN 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch with complete calendar, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, monocoque-case,
original leather strap with original 18k yellow gold buckle white dial with gilded Roman numerals, gilded hands, rhodium plated
movement calibre 953, 19 jewels, 5 adjustments, f ...[more]

233101

CHOPARD wristwatch St. Moritz reference 8023, Switzerland around 1990, stainless steel/gold combined including bracelet with
butterfly buckle, bezel 8-times screwed, quartz, enamel coloured dial with raised indices, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds &
date, diameter approx. 32 mm, length ...[more]

233102

CHOPARD St. Moritz ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, reference 8024, monocoque case, bezel 8-times
screwed, original bracelet with butterfly clasp, white dial with Roman numerals & gilded hour indices, date, diameter approx. 24 mm,
length approx. 17,5 cm, conditio ...[more]

233103

OMEGA Constellation self winding ladies wristwatch in stainless steel & yellow gold, Germany around 2005, reference 766 1201, snap
on case back, gold bezel with Roman numerals, bracelet with deployant clasp, gilded dial with raised hour-indices, gilded luminous
hands, rhodium plated movement cal ...[more]

233104

OMEGA Constellation ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, stainless steel case including orig bracelet with deployant
clasp, snap on case back with observatory, bezel with Roman numerals engraved, silvered dial with silvered-indices & hands, date at 3,
diameter approx. 28 mm, lengt ...[more]

233105

OMEGA Constellation ladies wristwatch in stainless steel & gold, Switzerland around 2010, quartz, solid case, case back screweddown 4-times, gold bezel with Roman numerals, bracelet with butterfly buckle, brown dial with rays decoration, diamonds as hour
indices, gilded luminous-hands, diamete ...[more]

233106

OMEGA Constellation chronometer gents wristwatch in steel/gold combined, self winding, Switzerland around 2007, reference
368.1201, satin finished case with integrated steel/gold bracelet, gold-bezel with Roman numerals, silvered structure dial with raised
gilded indices, date at 3, gilded dauphine ...[more]

233107

EBEL 1911 ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland sold according to original papers in June 1991, quartz, reference 188901, 18k
yellow gold diamond set bezel, original bracelet with deployant clasp, case back screwed-down 4-times, gray dial with diamond- indices,
gilded hands, diameter approx. ...[more]

233108

ROLEX Datejust Oyster Perpetual ladies wristwatch in stainless steel/gold, Switzerland around 1982, self winding, reference 6917,
screwed down case, Jubilee- bracelet with deployant clasp, dial with diamond indices, gilded hands, date, rhodium plated movement
calibre 2030, 28 jewels, 5 adjustments, ...[more]

233109

ROLEX Datejust reference 69173 ladies wristwatch in steel/gold with box & papers, Switzerland around 1988, self winding, screwed
down oyster case, fluted gold bezel, jubilee-bracelet reference 62523D18, lugs 468 B, gilded dial with 10 diamond indices, date under
magnifying glass at 3, rhodium pl ...[more]

233110

CHOPARD Happy Sport ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, winding crown & lugs with sapphire
cabochons, case back 6-times screwed, original rubber strap with gold-plated buckle, white dial with Roman numerals, original hands,
date at 6, 7 mobile diamonds under glass, ...[more]

233111

CHOPARD 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, reference 904 1, original leather strap with original goldplated buckle, case back 6-times screwed, bezel & lugs with approx. 1 ct diamonds set, ruby cabochons, mother of pearl dial with
diamond indices, gilded hands, d ...[more]

233112

CHOPARD Happy Diamonds ladies wristwatch in 18k yellow gold, Switzerland around 1980, manual winding, reference 5089 6, original
leather strap, case back screwed-down 4-times, jeweled crown, gilded dial in black frame with 10 moveable diamonds encircled, goldplated movement with fausses cotes deco ...[more]

233113

ROLEX 18k yellow gold gents wristwatch Day- Date reference 18038, Switzerland around 1987, self winding, screwed down oyster case
with fluted bezel, yellow gold president bracelet with covered buckle, sapphire crystal slightly damaged, white dial, raised gilded Roman
numerals, Catalan day at 12, dat ...[more]

233114

BREITLING 18k yellow gold wristwatch Chrono Cockpit, self winding, Switzerland around 1995, screwed-down case back & winding
crown, pilot-bracelet with deployant clasp, unidirectional revolving bezel, enamel colored dial, raised gilded hour-indices, luminous
hands, rhodium plated movement calibr ...[more]

233115

ROLEX 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch Oyster Perpetual Datejust, self winding, Switzerland around 1986, reference 69178,
superlative chronometer officially certified, 18k yellow gold president bracelet, screwed-down case back & winding crown, display of
hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date ...[more]

233116

ETERNA 18k yellow gold wristwatch Les Historiques 1935, Switzerland around 2000, self winding, reference A1394, two piece
construction case, snap on case back, white dial with gilded hour indices, gilded Dauphine hands, date, calibre ETA 2671, 25 jewels,
precision adjustment, measures approx. 37 x 2 ...[more]

233117

ROLEX Cellini 18k yellow gold wristwatch with original leather strap & original 18k yellow gold buckle, Switzerland around 1990, manual
winding, reference 5112, two-piece construction case, snap on case back with monogram, Jubilee dial with gilded Roman numerals,
gilded hands, rhodium plated mov ...[more]

